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Intercepted photosynthetically active radiation (Ipar, MJ m-2 d-1) is a key biophysical variable governing plant
photosynthetic rate and net primary productivity (NPP, g m-2 d-1). Under optimal growth conditions, Ipar scales
proportionally to NPP by a factor termed ‘optimum radiation use efficiency’ (RUEopt). The Carnegie-AmesStanford approach (CASA) considers temperature and moisture constraints to RUEopt and has been widely
used in remote sensing studies to estimate productivity of various ecosystems. However, scale effects on the
CASA have not been sufficiently investigated nor quantified. In this study, data at scales of field (Rapidscan
reflectance data), air- (unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) imagery) and spaceborne (Sentinel-2 imagery), as well as
for several environmental constraints, were utilized to develop and test the CASA. The test plant was potato
grown for multiple years on sandy soils in Denmark. The results showed that data from all scales provided
comparable estimates of daily fraction of Ipar (fIpar) and Ipar. Maximum air temperature and diffuse radiation
were the most important environmental factors constraining RUEopt of potato. Taking these into account
considerably improved the prediction of NPP with the CASA (R2 increase of 25–32 % compared to no con
straints), whereas stress effects due to soil moisture and vapor pressure deficits were less important (relative
improvement in R2 of 2–3 %). Hence, RUEopt was 4.66, 4.19 and 4.98 g MJ-1 for Rapidscan, UAV and Sentinel-2,
respectively, which was about 47 %–59 % higher than the estimates of the observed actual radiation use effi
ciency. This study offers an operational method for deriving RUEopt at plant species level since remote sensing
and meteorological data are both readily available, and demonstrates that environmental constraints of the CASA
does vary, depending on the study region. The method can be used to predict dry matter production in-season for
other crops as well, with potential for extending the approach to determine fertilization and irrigation demands.

1. Introduction
The amount of the Sun’s visible radiation captured by the plant
canopy, i.e., the interception of photosynthetically active radiation
(PAR, MJ m-2 d-1, from 400 to 700 nm) is a key biophysical variable
affecting photosynthesis and assimilate production (Fleisher et al.,

2010). For healthy green plants not limited by environmental or man
agement stress, intercepted PAR (Ipar) is proportionally related to net
primary productivity (NPP, g m-2 d-1) by an ‘optimum radiation use ef
ficiency’ (RUEopt, g MJ-1), also called ‘maximal radiation use efficiency’
(RUEm) or ‘maximum light use efficiency’ (LUEm, ε*), i.e. NPP per unit of
Ipar (Hilker et al., 2008). The Ipar is commonly estimated as a product

Abbreviations: AIpar, accumulated intercepted photosynthetically active radiation (MJ m-2 d-1); CASA, Carnegie-Ames-Stanford approach; CI, cloudiness index (-);
DM, dry matter (g); fCI, cloudiness index constraint (-); fIpar, fraction of intercepted photosynthetically active radiation (-); fSWC, soil water content constraint (-); fTmax,
daily maximum air temperature constraint (-); fVPD, vapor pressure deficit constraint (-); GI, greenness index (-); Ipar, intercepted photosynthetically active radiation
(MJ m-2 d-1); LAI, leaf area index (-); NIR, near infrared (-); NPP, net primary productivity (g m-2 d-1); PAR, photosynthetically active radiation (MJ m-2 d-1); RMSE,
root mean square error (-); RRMSE, relative root mean square error (-); RUE, radiation use efficiency (g MJ-1); RUEopt, optimum radiation use efficiency (g MJ-1); RVI,
ratio vegetation index (-); SWC, soil water content (mm); Tmax, maximum temperature (℃); UAV, unmanned aerial vehicle; VPD, vapor pressure deficit (KPa).
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between the ca. 50 % of the measured global radiation (MJ m-2 d-1)
found in the PAR spectrum (Monteith and Unsworth, 2013) and the
fraction of Ipar (fIpar), where the latter can be derived by remote sensing
methods. Factors such as leaf area index (LAI), spatial arrangement and
foliage structure affect fIpar and thereby Ipar variability (Bangemann
et al., 2014; Oliveira et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2017a). Previous studies
established empirical relations between fIpar and vegetation indices
derived from canopy reflectance, such as the Normalized Difference
Vegetation Index (NDVI), in order to estimate fIpar at scales ranging from
field to space (e.g., see the review of Hilker et al., 2008). Christensen and
Goudriaan (1993) developed a more biophysical model at plant scale
that links Ratio Vegetation Index (RVI, the ratio of reflectance in the
near-infrared to the red spectrum) to fIpar and thus to Ipar. The co
efficients vary among plant species, cultivars and macro-environments,
and the model proved accurate and useful as the use of RVI at dense leaf
area and bare soil during parametrization minimizes variations in can
opy reflectance due to soil or litter (Pitman, 2000). The model has not
been tested for its ability to predict NPP on scales other than field.
Knowledge on improved NPP prediction across scales and underlying
processes is important for not only understanding the limiting factors
and the potential yield of important plants, but also for predicting global
carbon balances, climatic changes and production dynamics.
Airborne remote sensing, such as Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs)
carrying multispectral cameras, provide spatially and temporarily
detailed reflectance data of within-field variability at low cost and
simple operation (Liu et al., 2019; Matese et al., 2015; Zarco-Tejada
et al., 2012). The use of multispectral data obtained by UAV increases
rapidly due to a large demand for high resolution and timely monitoring
of vegetation and phenotyping plants (Bendig et al., 2015; Berni et al.,
2009). Yet, the advantages of the very high spatial resolution data
remain to be investigated for many landscape analyses, soil spatial
heterogeneity and agro-environmental applications (Maes and Steppe,
2019), including plant physiology under environmental stresses such as
drought and heat. In addition, the carrying load and the meteorological
condition, such as wind and rainfall, may limit the use of UAVs.
Spaceborne platforms such as the Copernicus Sentinel-2 (Drusch et al.,
2012) of the European Space Agency provides fairly detailed and free of
charge multispectral reflectance data of the Earth’s surface over large
areas. Recent studies show the high potential of Sentinel-2 data for
retrieval of biophysical parameters (Battude et al., 2016; Clevers et al.,
2017; Sakowska et al., 2016) and the combination and the comple
mentarity of Sentinel-2 with other data sources for improved assessment
of crop status (Vaglio Laurin et al., 2018).
The environmental conditions are particularly important for agri
cultural plants due to their effects on NPP and harvestable yields even
under optimal managements such as ample irrigation and fertilization.
For instance, subtle variations of leaf nitrogen (N) content and RuBisCO
activity within season and canopy are known to takes place in such a
way as to nearly optimize total canopy net photosynthesis (Haxeltine
and Prentice, 1996). Variations induced by short-term drought and heat
stresses due to high air temperature and vapor pressure deficit (VPD; the
difference between the water vapor pressure in actual and saturated air)
or low soil water content (SWC) affect negatively Ipar, photosynthetic
rate and NPP (Amitrano et al., 2019; dos Santos et al., 2019; Timlin
et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2018). However, diffuse radiation, resulting
from interactions between incident solar radiation and atmospheric
aerosols and clouds, stimulate NPP (Jenkins et al., 2007; Still et al.,
2009; Williams et al., 2016) by penetrating deeper into the canopy and
supplying energy for photosynthesis in the lower leaf layers (Oliphant
et al., 2011). Diffuse radiation is much greater in regions at higher lat
itudes, which are also cloudier, compared to sunnier regions at lower
latitudes. Potter et al. (1993) introduced the Carnegie-Ames-Stanford
Approach (CASA) to estimate plant NPP from RUEopt modified by envi
ronmental constraints mimicking temperature and moisture stress, i.e.,
NPP = fIpar × PAR × T(x) × W(x) × RUEopt, where T(x) and W(x) are
constraints functions for temperature and moisture, respectively. The

approach has been applied in many large-scale studies of NPP prediction
(Bradford et al., 2005; Field et al., 1995; Piao et al., 2005; Yuan et al.,
2010), which nevertheless tend to be biased to clear sky conditions due
to lack of representative cloudy conditions. At high latitude areas,
temperature, moisture and other environmental conditions might be
important. Wang et al. (2018) considered environmental constraints
deemed important for higher latitudes, including that of diffuse radia
tion, in order to improve the estimation of NPP for forests on a space
borne scale. Their constraints are based on Fisher et al. (2008) and
Potter et al. (1993) and have not been tested at level other than plant
functional types such as agricultural plant, neither have their impor
tance and validity been compared across scales, i.e., field, air- and
spaceborne.
The aim of this study was to improve and test the CASA method for
estimating canopy Ipar and NPP by explicitly accounting for spatial and
temporal variability of both growth conditions and environmental fac
tors. The analysis was based on multi-year field experiments with potato
as a test plant and long-term weather and soil moisture data for deriving
environmental constraints. The specific objectives were to: (1) calculate
fIpar and Ipar for potato across three different spatial scales: field, air- and
spaceborne, (2) develop a CASA model for estimating NPP that explicitly
includes environmental constraints to mimic temperature, diffuse radi
ation, VPD and SWC effects on RUEopt and hence on NPP, and (3) test and
validate the model on independent data.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Study site and experimental design
Recent field experiments were conducted from 2017 to 2019 in
central Denmark (56◦ 31′ 59.6′′ N, 9◦ 24′ 39.4′′ E) on a coarse sandy soil
(Fig. 1). Different fields located next to each other were used each year,
with total areas of 2.85, 2.61 and 2.58 ha in 2017, 2018 and 2019
respectively. The climate is temperate and humid, characterized by mild
summers and cool to cold winters, with moderate seasonal temperature
variation. In the current study, weather extremes were covered as 2017
was unusually cool and wet and 2018 was extremely hot and dry (the
2018 European drought), with 2019 being close to the climatological
normal. The corresponding mean temperatures and precipitation at the
experimental site for the growing season from 1 May to 30 September
were 14.3 ◦ C and 440 mm, 16.4 ◦ C and 284 mm and 14.6 ◦ C and 517
mm, for 2017, 2018 and 2019, respectively, compared to the corre
sponding mean values for the past 15 years of 14.1 ◦ C and 320 mm. The
2017–2019 weather data were obtained from a weather station located
at the experimental site.
Each year, potato (Solanum tuberosum) var. Oleva was planted in
early May at an average distance between rows of 0.85 m and 0.35 m
within rows. Prior to planting, about 56 kg N ha− 1 (mostly pig slurry)
were added to the soil and after planting, potassium (K), phosphorus (P),
magnesium (Mg) and sulfur (S) were supplied following standard
practice. Plots with a net size of 24 × 24 m were laid out in a randomized
split-plot design with two treatments and four replicates. The main plot
treatment was irrigation of either full, deficit or low amounts, deter
mined according to soil moisture measured by time domain re
flectometers installed to 60 cm depth. The irrigation amounts varied
depending on year (Table 1). The subplot treatment was N fertilization
of either full or optimized, i.e., split application according to crop de
mand determined by the dynamic approach of Zhou et al. (2017b) based
on the relation between RVI and LAI derived from measured data; the
full N fertilization is the recommended amount according to the Danish
agro-legislation. Mineral N was applied right after planting for the full N
treatment (140− 150 kg N ha-1) or in-season for the optimized treatment
(80− 120 kg N ha-1) in doses of 40 kg N ha-1. Mineralization of soil
organic matter is not included in the total amount of N fertilization
(Table 1), but was expected to contribute with about 45 kg N ha-1 to the
plant N uptake.
2
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Fig. 1. Location of the study site in Denmark (left) and layout of the experimental plots (right).

variability. More information about these experiments and the data can
be found in Zhou et al. (2017a).

Table 1
Summary information about management of the recent field experiments in
Denmark. Annual amounts of irrigation (I) and nitrogen (N) fertilization are
accompanied by subscripts for treatments as full, optimal (opt), deficit (def) and
low.
Treatment
IfullNfull
IfullNopt
IdefNfull
IdefNopt
IlowNfull
IlowNopt

2.3. Remote sensing platforms and data acquisition

-1

Irrigation water (mm)

Nitrogen fertilizer (kg N ha )

2017

2018

2019

2017

2018

2019

65
65
50
60
10
10

205
208
146
161
12
14

154
154
103
102
30
30

236
166
236
166
236
166/206a

196
156
196
116
196
116

196
136
196
136
196
136

During the growing seasons, weekly data were collected at three
different scales, i.e., field, air- and spaceborne. At field scale, handheld
data were collected from 2017 to 2019 by an active Rapidscan CS-45
sensor (Holland Scientific, Lincoln, Nebraska, USA) that records rela
tive reflectance in red, red edge and near-infrared bands centered at 670,
730 and 780 nm, respectively. A row of potato (approximately 20 m) in
the middle of each plot was measured with the instrument positioned
one meter above the canopy. The aim was to use the field scale reflec
tance data as a “reference” in addressing the scale issue. In addition,
canopy radiation interception was measured in a smaller (10 × 3 m) area
of fully irrigated and fertilized plot by placing quantum sensors LI-190R
(Licor, Lincoln, Nebraska, USA) above and below the canopy to measure
transmitted and incident PAR. The sensors were connected to a Licor100 data logger to obtain integrated hourly values. The fIpar from the
quantum sensor data was calculated on a daily time scale as a ratio of the
intercepted (difference between incident and transmitted radiation) to
the incident radiation.
At airborne scale, data were collected by UAV under stable radiation
conditions in 2018 and 2019 on days between 10:00 to 14:00 coinciding
as often as possible with the overpass of Sentinel-2 satellite. A quad
copter (Matrice 100, DJI, China) was flown 60 m above the field at 5.8 m
s-1 speed and controlled by Pix4D software on a mobile device. The
multispectral RedEdge (Micasense, Seattle, USA) camera was used to
collect relative reflectances in blue, green, red, near-infrared and red
edge bands centered at, respectively, 475, 560, 668, 840 and 717 nm,
with corresponding bandwidths of 20, 20, 10, 40 and 10 nm. The
captured images were processed by Pix4Dmapper (Pix4D S.A., Prilly,
Switzerland; version 4.2.27) with “Ag Multispectral” template and, be
sides radiometric calibration by data of reference panel recorded before
and after each flight, images were geo-referenced by four to six ground
control points placed at the edges of the study area and were resampled
to 5 cm spatial resolution.
At spaceborne scale, Sentinel-2 A and B data (level 2A- bottom of
atmosphere reflectance) from 2017 to 2019 were downloaded from the
Copernicus website. The two Sentinel satellites are almost identical and

a
additional N fertilizer was applied according to crop demand following the
approach of Zhou et al. (2017b), i.e. two plots had 166 kg N ha-1 and the other
two had 206 kg N ha-1.

2.2. Plant, soil and weather data
In each plot, potato foliage and tubers were sampled mid-season and
at final harvest. The mid-season sampling was performed in 1.4 × 1.7 m
areas close to the plot center, nearby the equipment for recording soil
water content. At final harvest, foliage and tuber sampling was per
formed in 1.75 × 1.7 m and 10 × 3.4 m, respectively; foliage was har
vested next to the location of the mid-season sampling and tubers were
harvested on the opposite site of the center of each plot. Samples were
stored at 4℃ before measuring fresh weight, followed by oven drying at
60℃ for 48 h, weighting and determining dry matter (DM). Growth
stages and conditions were recorded from emergence until harvest. The
potatoes were chemically defoliated by spraying with Reglone on 21
September in 2017 and 2019 and 17 September 2018 and harvested in
the first week of November. Soil water content in the root zone (0− 60
cm) was measured weekly by time domain reflectometers and daily SWC
were obtained by linear interpolation between measuring dates.
Additional experimental data from earlier field experiments
(2003–2015) conducted also with potato on sandy soil in Denmark,
containing crop reflectance in the red and the near-infrared, weather
(temperature, global radiation and relative humidity), SWC and DM of
foliage and tubers were added to the current dataset. The aim was to
develop a more robust CASA model based on larger environmental
3
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record radiance from the Earth at, among others, blue, green, red and
near-infrared bands centered at, respectively, 492, 560, 665 and 833
nm, with corresponding bandwidths of 66, 36, 31 and 106 nm at 10 m
spatial resolution. For the Sentinel-2 and the UAV data, the plots’ ex
tends (24 × 24 m) were used as “regions of interest” to extract weighted
mean reflectance values at each band for further calculation. The
characteristics of the band used at each scale are summarized in Table 2.

(Monteith and Unsworth, 2013) and values were accumulated (AIpar)
for the growing season from plant emergence to defoliation.

2.4. Data calculations

NPP = RUEopt × Ipar × fTmax × fVPD × fSWC × (1 −

2.5. Model for biomass and environmental constraints
Daily NPP (g m−
model:

R,∞

(

(

ηR = ρR,∞ − ρR,s

)/(

)/(

/

ρNIR,s − 1 ρNIR,∞
/

ρR,s − 1 ρR,∞

)

(2)

)

(3)

(4)

Table 2
Band characteristics of the three scales for remote sensing data acquisition used
in this study. Only the bands utilized in the current study are presented. NIR is
near-infrared band. Blue and green bands from airborne scale were mainly used
for pre-processing with the Greenness Index.

Rapidscan (field)
Unmanned aerial
vehicle (airborne)
Sentinel-2
(spaceborne)

Band

Red
NIR
Blue
Green
Red
NIR
Red
NIR

Center
wavelength
(nm)

Bandwidth
(nm)

670
780
475
560
668
840
665
833

–
–
20
20
10
40
31
106

(5)

where the parameters T0, T1 and T2 were derived by multiple linear
regression on the 2003–2019 data, i.e. by calculating and summing the
2
i and Ipari ×Tmaxi and analyzing
two products between daily Ipari × Tmax
all treatments together. The fSWC is based on soil moisture at field ca
pacity calculated as measured SWC several days after irrigation prior
sowing and assuming that on coarse sandy soils plant growth starts to
linearly decline when half of SWC at field capacity is reached. The fVPD
reflects exponential reduction of NPP as VPD increases to a maximum
value. The expression (1-μ × fCI) depicts the interaction of diffuse PAR
(represented by CI) with plant canopies, having a stimulatory effect on
photosynthesis and hence on NPP.
Each of the three remote sensing datasets were split into modelbuilding and validation parts. For the field scale, two years data from
previous study (2013 and 2014; Zhou et al., 2017a) and two years data
from the current study (2017 and 2018) were used for model building,
and the rest (2015 from Zhou et al., 2017a and 2019 from this study)
were used to validate the model. For spaceborne scale, the Sentinel-2
data from 2017 and 2018 were used to build the model and 2019 to
validate it, whereas for airborne scale, the UAV data from 2018 were
used to build the model and 2019 data to validate it. During model
building, the intercept was set to zero to reflect no NPP at zero Ipar. In
order to investigate the importance of the constraints on the model re
sults, leave-one-out cross-validation was conducted, i.e., the CASA
model in Eq. (5) was iterated with all combinations of constraint func
tions. Losses of DM were accumulated for each year from the daily losses
calculated as the difference between ‘optimal’ and ‘real’ NPP, the former
computed by using the optimum values of the variables in the con
straints functions found after the optimization, and the later by using the
actual ones. Statistics for measured versus model-estimated NPP were
calculated using correlation coefficient (R2), relative root mean square
error (RRMSE) and bias:
∑i=n
(Obsi − Simi )2
R2 = 1 − ∑i=1
(7)
2
i=n
i=1 (Obsi − Obs)

where parameters a, b and c were found by minimizing the sum of
squared difference between fIpar in Eq. (1) (tabulated values from 0 to 1
in increments of 0.1) and Eq. (4) (arbitrary values of a, b and c) using the
Optim function in R (ver. 3.5.1; R Core Team, 2013). The parameters of
Eqs. (1)–(4) are shown in Table 3.
For each dataset, several post-processing steps were conducted. Daily
fIpar was calculated by linear interpolation of the estimated fIpar between
measuring dates. For the field scale data, fIpar is for the potato canopy,
whereas for the airborne scale data, fIpar for soil pixels was excluded
using the greenness index (GI = 2×green–blue–red; Zhou et al., 2018), i.
e., values lower than a tested threshold of -0.03 were excluded; for the
spaceborne scale data, soil is inherently contained in the pixels. Prior to
fIpar calculation, the effect of flowering on canopy reflectance, which
mainly increases red reflectance, was minimized by setting the red
reflectance values to those just before flowering. Daily Ipar was calcu
lated by multiplying fIpar with half the measured global radiation

Sensor (scale)

μ × fCI )

i=1

where ρNIR,∞ and ρR,∞ are, reflectances in near-infrared and red,
respectively, at max leaf area (LAI>8) determined as a geometric mean
of the corresponding band reflectance from the ten largest RVI values
per year and dataset, ρNIR,s and ρR,s are reflectances in near-infrared and
red, respectively, from bare soil (LAI = 0) determined as a geometric
mean of the corresponding band reflectance from the ten lowest RVI
values per year and dataset. Since Eq. (1) is nonlinear, a power function
was used as a proxy (Zhou et al., 2017a; Manevski et al., 2017):
fIpar = a + bRVI C

d-1) was modelled according to a modified CASA

where fTmax, fVPD, fSWC and fCI are environmental constraints for,
respectively, daily maximum temperature, mean VPD, SWC and cloud
iness (expressed by cloudiness index, CI), ranging from 0 to 1 and aiming
to adjust plant production for abiotic factors and μ is a constant set as
0.46 (Fisher et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2018) .
The fTmax was derived as a second-degree polynomial assuming that
temperature’s influence on growth is independent of development stage;
following Eq. (5), NPP accumulation in a treatment over n days (DMtot)
from emergence (i = 1) to harvest (i= n) can be written as:
)
(
i=n
∑
(6)
DMtot = RUEopt ×
Ipari × T2 × Tmaxi 2 + T1 × Tmaxi + T0

For each dataset, i.e., data at field, air- and spaceborne scale, RVI was
derived and used to calculate fIpar according to Christensen and Gou
driaan (1993):
]
(
[
)
) (
(
)2 )
(
NIR
1 + ηR 1 − fIpar
ρNIR,∞ + ρηNIR,∞
1 − fIpar
]
( )
RVI = [
(1)
(
)2 (
(
))
1 + ηNIR 1 − fIpar
ρR,∞ + ρηR 1 − fIpar

ηNIR = ρNIR,∞ − ρNIR,s

2

Spatial
resolution
(m)

RMSE
RRMSE =
× 100(%), whereRMSE =
Obs

–
–
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
10
10

i=n
∑

Bias = i=1

(Obsi − Simi )
n

√̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
∑i=n
2
i=1 (Obsi − Simi )
n

(8)

(9)

where Obsi and Simi are measured and modelled values, respectively,
4
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Table 3
Parameter values for calculating fraction of intercepted photosynthetically active radiation according to Eqs. (1)–(4) for the three datasets.
Dataset (scale)

Rapidscan (field)
Sentinel-2 (spaceborne)
UAV (airborne)

Max. leaf area (∞)

Bare soil (s)

ρR,∞

ρNIR,∞

RVI

ρR,s

ρNIR,s

RVI

0.018
0.029
0.027

0.399
0.597
0.605

21.687
20.763
22.092

0.198
0.202
0.207

0.266
0.322
0.258

1.346
1.595
1.243

a

b

c

− 7.88
− 1.69
− 2.2

7.82
1.65
2.08

0.04
0.15
0.14

drought stress, which was mainly observed in 2018. Eventually, Ipar and
especially AIpar estimated from Sentinel-2 were also lower, compared to
Rapidscan and UAV data.
The fIpar estimated from the three remote sensing platforms is
compared with fIpar estimated from line-quantum sensor in Fig. 4.
Overall, the dynamics of fIpar estimated from the different remote
sensing platforms was comparable throughout the growing season each
year. Early in the season, fIpar measured by line-quantum sensor was
lower than that estimated by Rapidscan and UAV data, probably due to
the position of the line-quantum sensor across two ridges when potato
canopy closure was not reached. Moreover, fIpar measured by linequantum sensor was on few occasions in 2017 and 2019 higher than
0.9 as the instrument does not distinguish PAR intercepted by yellow
senescent leaves that do not contribute effectively to photosynthesis.
Another apparent result was the notably lower fIpar estimated from
Sentinel-2 data compared to the other platforms as the Sentinel-2 pixel
comprised potatoes with different N fertilizer rates (part of the N
response plots), which combined with the inherent soil background led
to lower RVI and consequently lower fIpar.

Obs was the mean measured value, n is the total number of measure
ments starting from i. All calculations, analyses and maps were con
ducted in R (ver. 3.5.1; R Core Team, 2013) and ArcMap (10.6.; ESRI,
Redlands, CA, USA).
3. Results
3.1. Comparison of ratio vegetation index between scales
The RVI values were overall consistent between the three platforms,
i.e., Rapidscan (field scale), UAV (airborne scale) and Sentinel-2
(spaceborne scale), though slight discrepancies did appear. The best
correspondence was found between the Rapidscan and the UAV data,
with high R2 and low RMSE and bias (Fig. 2 A). The RVI value from the
UAV images were slightly higher compared to those from Rapidscan at
the beginning of the growing season, probably due to the masking of the
soil pixels. However, Sentinel-2 showed lower RVI values relative to
both Rapidscan and UAV (Fig. 2 B and C), mostly due to the coarser
spatial resolution that includes both canopy and soil. In addition to the
above comparison, the original UAV data - without excluded soil pixels were aggregated to 10 m to match spatially the Sentinel-2 data and the
derived RVI fitted well between the two (R2 = 0.90, RMSE = 1.5; results
not shown), indicating suitable spatial resolution of Sentinel-2 and
coarser resolution might compromise results. The scatter points on Fig. 2
B for 2017, which was the year of low environmental stress and high
production, were distributed closer to the 1:1 line, showed that the
underestimation of RVI from Sentinel-2 was less important in years with
near-optimal growing conditions and thus a more homogeneous surface
not influenced by irrigation treatments.

3.3. Environmental factors constraining plant growth
The constraints derived from the environmental data are described in
Table 4and graphically presented on Fig. 5. According to the quadratic
constraint fTmax, the optimum temperature for potato, i.e., the peak of
the parabola was 17.2 ◦ C, flanked by 5.3 and 29.0 ℃ that are cardinal
temperature for potato. The 37 mm in the linear-plateau constraint of
fSWC are half the measured mean SWC at field capacity after which NPP
linearly reduces to 0 at 12 mm (the lowest measured SWC). The expo
nential constraint fVPD mimics heat stress on plant photosynthesis and
stomatal aperture and D0 of 1.5 kPa is the critical VPD that halves NPP.
The linear expression (1 – μ × fCI) comprehends the positive effect of
diffuse radiation on photosynthesis, with μ being sensitivity of NPP to
cloudiness (set to 0.46), so that NPP increases linearly from 54 % of its
potential at low CI (i.e., high fCI) to 100 % at high CI.
The performance statistics for the built CASA model based on the
three datasets for NPP prediction of potato and considering the envi
ronmental constraints are shown on Fig. 6. At field scale and out of 16
combinations of constraint functions, the inclusion of fTmax resulted in
the largest model improvement, as indicated by the highest R2 and the

3.2. Comparison of crop radiation interception between scales
The comparison of fIpar, Ipar and AIpar between the three remote
sensing platforms largely reflected that of RVI, with small deviations
between Rapidscan and UAV data (Fig. 3 A, D, G). All three variables
were lower when computed from Sentinel-2 data compared to Rap
idscan (Fig. 3 B, E, H), and similar results could be seen for the com
parison between Sentinel-2 and UAV data (Fig. 3 C, F, I). The lower fIpar
estimated from Sentinel-2 was mainly due to the low RVI values when
canopy closure was not achieved due to either juvenile growth stage or

Fig. 2. Comparison of Ratio Vegetation Index (RVI) between Rapidscan (field scale), UAV (airborne scale) and Sentinel-2 (spaceborne scale). Each point represents a
treatment plot data for a measuring date during the study years. The solid line is linear fit and the dotted line is 1:1 line.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of daily intercepted photosynthetically active radiation (Ipar) and its fraction (fIpar), and accumulated Ipar (AIpar) between Rapidscan (field
scale), UAV (airborne scale) and Sentinel-2 (spaceborne scale). The function appearing on each plot is the linear correlation model. Each point represents a treatment
plot data for a measuring date during the study years. The solid line is linear fit and the dotted line is 1:1 line.

Fig. 4. Comparison of the fraction of intercepted photosynthetically active radiation (fIpar) estimated from Rapidscan (field scale), UAV (airborne scale) and Sentinel2 (spaceborne scale) data with line-quantum sensor (field scale; for validation).

lowest RRMSE, compared to no constraint functions or inclusion of other
single constraints (Fig. 6 A). The largest improvement due to inclusion of
fTmax, was also seen for the model built with the Sentinel-2 data (Fig. 6 B)
that included the two extreme years of 2017 (cold and wet) and 2018
(hot and dry), showing the importance of temperature variation on

potato NPP. The results for the model that included fTmax were less
optimal for the UAV data (Fig. 6 C) due to the single year data used to
build the model. The results also showed that including the constraint of
cloudiness, i.e., cloudiness index fCI increased the model performance, as
seen for the Rapidscan data, whereas constraints for VPD (fVPD) and SWC
6
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Table 4
Environmental constraints to net primary production (NPP) used in the study. GRobs and GRTOA are, respectively, observed and corresponding top-of-atmosphere global
radiation, where GRTOA is calculated by latitude and day of year with the ‘sarid’ package in R (R Core Team, 2013).
Constraint

Description

fTmax

Daily maximum air temperature
(Tmax) constraint

fSWC

Vapor pressure deficit (VPD)
constraint
Soil water content (SWC) constraint

fCI

Cloudiness index (CI) constraint

fVPD

Equations
⎧
⎪
0,
⎪
⎨
− 0.00695 × T2max + 0.2405 × Tmax − 1.08,
⎪
⎪
⎩
0,
1/(1 + VPD/D0 ); where D0 = 1.5 KPa
{

References and datasets
forTmax ≤ 5.31 C
∘

forTmax ≥ 29.04∘ C

0.0402 × SWC − 0.487, for SWC < 37mm
1, for SWC ≥ 37mm
CI − CImin
GRobs
; where CI = 1 −
1−
CImax − CImin
GRTOA
and CImax and CImin are, respectively, 0.91 and 0.25.

(fSWC) did not improve the R2 and the RRMSE (Fig. 6 A), indicating that
fTmax and fCI were the most important constraints in Eq. (5). Since the
CASA model developed at field scale from the Rapidscan data included
the most environmental variability in terms of variables and number of
years, its outcome was deemed as the most reliable and fTmax and fCI
were kept in the further analysis for all datasets.
The mean losses of DM due to high temperature (fTmax) and low
diffuse radiation (fCI) are exemplified at field scale on Fig. 7. For Tmax,
the peaks of the loss and of the number of days did not coincide,
implying that for the study region in Denmark, heat stress (Tmax > 26 ℃)
reduced plant growth significantly by reducing DM production by 65 %

This study; derived from 2003 to 2019 data

for5.31∘ C < Tmax < 29.04∘ C
Lohammar et al. (1980); Leuning (1995);
derived from 2013-2019 data
This study; derived from 2013 to 2019 data
Modified from Wang et al., 2018; derived from
2013-2019 data

or more, but only for few days in the growing season, i.e., less than 20 %
of the growing season (17 out of 103 days in total, on average), which
are typical characteristics of a heat wave and the CASA model captured
this well. The model also showed that DM loss increases as Tmax in
creases from its ‘optimum’ value of 17.2 ℃. It also indicated that the
curve describing fTmax (Fig. 5 A) was mainly based on supra-optimum
Tmax during 2003–2019 and less confidence can be placed on the
curve below the optimum value (Fig. 7 A), where the importance is also
lower due to low DM loss. Regarding fCI, the peak of the DM loss and of
the number of days coincided with each other and DM loss clearly
showed the cause-effect of lower CI resulting in larger loss.

Fig. 5. Environmental constraints to net primary production (NPP) considered in the present study. fTmax, fCI, fVPD and fSWC denote constraints of, respectively,
maximum temperature (Tmax), cloudiness (cloudiness index, CI), vapor pressure deficit (VPD) and soil water deficit (soil water content, SWC). Note that only fTmax
and fCI turned significant for improvement of the model for NPP. Dashed line indicates theoretical constraint outside the data range of the study.
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data, respectively (Fig. 8). These RUEopt values were 47 %–59 % higher
than the corresponding values of 2.45, 2.75 and 1.73 g MJ-1 estimated
when environmental constraints of fTmax and fCI were not included in the
model. Complementary to the plots is the spatial distribution of the
model-estimated seasonal DM across scales (Fig. 9). Overall, the plot
level maps clearly showed the cause-effects of low irrigation and N
fertilizer input leading to low potato DM, which was particularly evident
for 2018 (dry year) as opposed to 2017 (wet year). This was largely
reflected by the maps for potato DM in 2017 and 2018, estimated with
Eq. (5) and using fTmax and fCI. as environmental constraints.
3.5. Model validation
The spatial distribution of the seasonal potato DM production for the
most recent validation year 2019 is shown on Fig. 9, which reflected the
treatment responses measured at plot level, with variations in relation to
scale. The performance statistics for the validated model for NPP pre
diction of potato based on the three datasets are shown on Fig. 10. For all
three datasets, the RMSR for potato DM was less than 200 g m-2 and
RRMSE between 22 and 24 %, being acceptable within the average
potato biomass of 1320 g m-2 for three years (ranging from 450 to 2330 g
m-2). The bias statistics showed overestimation of RUEopt for the Rap
idscan and the UAV data and underestimation for the Sentinel-2 data.
4. Discussion
4.1. Environmental constraints on net primary production across scales
The application of the CASA model may overestimate NPP if effects
of unfavorable environmental conditions are not considered (Bradford
et al., 2005; Li et al., 2012). The temperature effect on photosynthesis, i.
e. fTmax was pinpointed by the stepwise model selection as the most
important environmental constraint as it contributed to the largest
model improvement, while other constraints did so to a lesser degree
and this was particularly evident with increasing scale from field to
spaceborne (Fig. 6). The temperature sensitivity was derived from
multiple years data (2003–2019; Table 4) and previous studies showed
that for C3 plants such as potato, maximum rather than mean daily
temperature was important for modelling NPP (Zhou et al., 2017a). This
is because high temperature delays the initiation of plant storage organ
and hence reduces the assimilate allocation to it (Zhou et al., 2017a; Li
et al., 2012) and these effects can be underestimated using mean tem
perature, especially at northern latitudes where variations in mean daily
temperatures are smaller compared to other regions. The mean differ
ence between maximum and mean daily temperature in this study was
ca. 5 ◦ C, with mean variance being consistently higher for the former
(10.3–14.3 ◦ C) compared to the latter (5.8–8.0 ◦ C). According to the

Fig. 6. The impact of the studied environmental constraint functions on the
performance of the model for potato dry matter estimation (Eq. (5)) using data
from Rapidscan (field scale, A), Sentinel-2 (spaceborne scale, B) and UAV
(airborne scale, C). Null means no constraint functions included in the model.
fTmax, fVPD, fSWC and fCI are constraints for, respectively, maximum air tem
perature, vapor pressure deficit, soil water content and cloudiness (see Table 4
for details). Rectangle indicates the selected constraint function for
model validation.

3.4. Estimation of optimum radiation use efficiency
The effect of the environmental constraints was considerable and the
final CASA model for NPP, including fTmax and fCI, resulted in RUEopt
values of 4.66, 4.19 and 4.98 g MJ-1 for Rapidscan, UAV and Sentinel-2

Fig. 7. Mean values of seasonal dry matter loss and of number of days per degree of maximum daily temperature (Tmax, A) and cloudiness (cloudiness index, CI, B)
derived by using Eq. (5) at field scale from Rapidscan data. Data were selected from fully irrigated and fully fertilized plots that were also used for developing the
constraints for Tmax and CI.
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Fig. 8. Relationship between measured dry matter (DM) of potato and accumulated intercepted photosynthetically active radiation (AIpar) derived from different
remote sensing data (scales) and modified by environmental constraints for maximum air temperature (fTmax) and cloudiness (1 - μ × fCI). The function appearing on
each plot is the linear correlation model and its slope denotes the optimum radiation use efficiency. Solid line is linear fit with intercept set to zero.

Fig. 9. Spatial distribution of potato dry matter (DM) harvested from the experimental plots and modelled with CASA at different scales. Data for 2017 and 2018
were used for model building, and 2019 for model validation. No data were collected by UAV in 2017.

Fig. 10. Fit between observed and estimated dry matter (DM) according to the model in Eq. (5) that modifies accumulated Ipar by environmental constraints for
temperature, vapor pressure deficit, soil water and diffuse radiation. Solid line is the linear fit line, and dashed line is the 1:1 line of perfect fit.

fTmax constraint, the optimum temperature of 17.2 ◦ C with lower and
upper boundaries of, respectively, 5.31℃ and 29.04℃ (Table 4) is in
agreement with controlled potato experiments showing optimal devel
opment rate of potato within 14–22 ℃. Higher temperatures reduce
potato photosynthetic rate, whereas extremely high temperature (> 30

C) halt photosynthesis (Peltonen-Sainio et al., 2010; Timlin et al.,
2006). The optimum Tmax thus agree well with the results of Zhou et al.
(2017a), who found that increases in seasonal Tmean above 14 ◦ C up to 17
◦
C caused a yield loss of close to 10 % per ◦ C. This study extended and
improved the temperature-based approach to more precisely identify
◦
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the effect of daily temperature variations on plant growth. It’s note
worthy that there did not seem to be differences between potato culti
vars as this study used a medium-late starch potato variety as opposed to
the middle-early table potato varieties used in the previous study (Zhou
et al., 2017a).
Contrary to temperature, other abiotic environmental factors
received much lesser attention by previous studies, but may play
important roles too. According to the results, diffuse radiation repre
sented through cloudiness, i.e., fCI (Table 4), was the second most
important environmental constraint across the studied scales (Fig. 6).
The variance analysis confirmed the second largest inter-annual devia
tion of CI, after that of Tmax. Previous studies pointed on the role of
diffuse radiation in seasonal and day-to-day variability of Ipar and NPP
that contribute to the temporal variation in RUEopt for forest ecosystems
(Jenkins et al., 2007). Cheng et al. (2015) reported that diffuse radiation
explains as much as 41 % of the variation in NPP for forests and crop
lands in the USA (Cheng et al., 2015). At canopy level, diffuse radiation
results in higher RUEopt than direct radiation because it supplies energy
for photosynthesis in the lower leaf layers, while direct radiation tends
to saturate photosynthesis of the upper leaves leaving the lower layers in
shade (Oliphant et al., 2011). In addition, diffuse radiation also en
hances the photochemical reactions and the stomata opening that cool
the plant, due to higher ratio of blue to red, compared to direct radiation
(Cheng et al., 2015; Urban et al., 2012). This might be particularly
relevant for higher latitudes where cloudiness is higher during the crop
growth season (Wang et al., 2019).
Unexpectedly, soil water deficit, expressed through SWC lower than
half of that at field capacity, i.e., fSWC was not found to be an important
environmental factor in the CASA modelling of potato NPP. This is most
probably because soil water deficits occurred only during relatively
short periods of the growing season since most agricultural regions in
higher latitudes are not water limited and other studies obtained similar
findings (e.g., Wang et al., 2018). Effects of drought stress most probably
present in 2018 (the 2018 European drought) may have been largely
considered by the model due to decreased plant leaf area and thereby
decreased Ipar, which is both species-specific and growth-stage depen
dent (Legg et al., 1979). Thus, the effect was already expressed by Ipar.
However, replacing soil water deficit by more water use related variable
such as remotely sensed evapotranspiration might improve the envi
ronmental constraint modelling (Wang et al., 2019). The fVPD also
showed weak effects on the modelled NPP probably because VPD is
significantly related to temperature and potato plants might be less
sensitive to the change of VPD under the drought stress condition (Stark
et al., 1991).

It should be noted that the detail of the study affects the RUEopt
calculations. Leaf-level studies commonly define it in term of micro
moles of NPP produced per mole of photosynthetically active photons
absorbed by green canopy components, whereas plant-level RUEopt is
the slope of the linear relationship between DM production and AIpar
(Sinclair and Muchow, 1999) with the majority reporting RUEopt of 2–4
g MJ-1 for agricultural plant species, including potato (e.g., Camargo
et al., 2016; Rezig et al., 2013; Manevski et al., 2017; Zhou et al., 2017a).
Ecosystem studies determine RUEopt as the ratio between DM and AIpar.
It is also noteworthy the increase in RUEopt with increasing scale, with
the largest value of 4.98 g⋅MJ-1 obtained from the Sentinel-2 data
(Fig. 8), probably attributed to the underestimated AIpar compared to
UAV and Rapidscan (Fig. 4). However, the correlation between potato
DM and AIpar multiplying the environmental constraints was high (R2 =
0.87) and the effect on the model for DM prediction was deemed
acceptable (Figs. 8 and 10), which might be due to offset by the envi
ronmental constraints. Previous studies pointed on the enhanced spec
tral and spatial capabilities, as well as the open data policy of Sentinel-2
as a merit allowing crop monitoring at an early development stage
(Vaglio Laurin et al., 2018). This study further supports this sensor for its
high potential to accurately estimate biomass of agricultural crops such
as potato.
4.3. Scale issues between field, air- and spaceborne data
The RUEopt used in many large-scale biogeochemical models and
remote sensing studies are only approximately half of those reported by
field studies for croplands (2–3.5 g MJ-1; see Xin et al., 2015 and the
references therein) and there is an apparent and scale-related discrep
ancy. Comparative CASA studies across scales are very few and Xin et al.
(2015) emphasized the need to recalculate RUEopt based on field infor
mation when CASA should be consistently applied to large-scale studies.
This study adjusted the environmental constraints of the CASA model
according to the field scale results, which resulted in comparable RUEopt
(Fig. 8) and DM estimates across the scales (Fig. 9). The bias caused by
the model parameters in the validation (Fig. 10) can be considered as a
systematic error, therefore, the calibrated parameter can be applied for
future study in similar pedo-climatic areas. Since remotely sensed and
meteorological data both become increasingly available at various
scales, this shows the apparent merit and large potential of the modified
CASA approach for improved biomass estimation by considering the
local environment. The revisit frequency of Sentinel-2 increased to every
second or third day following the launch of its 2B satellite and this
feature is particularly attractive for applications at high latitude regions
such as Denmark, which are often covered by clouds during the crop
growth season (Wang et al., 2019). Though only few, cloud-free
Sentinel-2 images of the study site could be found in 2017, which was
a year of unusual wet and cloudy weather. Too few data might have
implications for the calculation of fIpar, as also seen from Fig. 4 where the
Sentinel-2 data could not capture the fIpar trend measured weekly in
early season of 2017 by the line quantum sensor. These results should
improve for study areas with less cloudy conditions. In addition, another
scale-related reason for the overall lower radiation interception vari
ables and hence higher RUEopt derived from Sentinel-2 compared to the
other platforms (Figs. 4 and 8) is the effect of soil contained in a pixel. Li
et al. (2012) and Turner et al. (2002) mentioned similar results, i.e. that
mixed components rather than vegetation in the pixel would underes
timate RUEopt. A potential solution to this problem is the utilization of
alternative indices, such as the Soil Adjusted Vegetation Index or its
transformed and generalized formulations.
Noteworthy is that the extent of the field plots was used for weighted
aggregation of the air- and spaceborne data in order to calculate RVI and
estimate fIpar. It can be argued that aggregating higher spatial resolutions
to coarser is not optimal as the main advantages of both UAV and
Sentinel-2 data is their spatial resolution aiming to ease decisions by
farmers and policy makers. The RVI- fIpar method was originally applied

4.2. Optimum radiation use efficiency and scale effects
Previous studies predicted net primary production at larger scales
and at a biome or functional type level using a constant RUEopt value.
However, RUEopt is specific to plant species (Cheng et al., 2015) and
variable throughout the growth season (Jenkins et al., 2007). This study
investigated RUEopt for cropland ecosystems with potato as a model
plant and across scale ranging from field to space, adjusted for envi
ronmental condition. The RUEopt for potato varied between 4.2 and 4.9 g
MJ-1 (Fig. 8). For comparison across functional types, the review of
Gower et al. (1999) reported RUEopt of 1.0–5.2 g MJ-1 for C3 crops,
whereas Wang et al. (2018) using CASA approach similar to this study
reported RUEopt of 4.3 g MJ-1 for deciduous beech forest site in Denmark.
A sole review study for various land covers reported mean potato RUEopt
of 3.5 g MJ-1 based on estimates of biomass using carbon allocation
coefficients, emphasizing the need for reliable RUEopt values based on
observational data (Gower et al., 1999). Hence, this study contributes to
the knowledge gap by obtaining accurate and field supported estimates
of RUEopt, which can be incorporated into global NPP models, including
the most common process model in large-scale remote sensing studies, i.
e., the RUE (light use efficiency or epsilon) model.
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on pixel scale and the values of the parameters at red and near-infrared
bands were determined from the 1 % highest and lowest RVI values for
high leaf area and bare soil, respectively, aiming to avoid noise from
canopy shadow (with low red reflectance) or other artefacts (equipment
or stones). However, this pixel-based analysis underestimated fIpar with
about 20 and 10 % for UAV and Sentinel-2, respectively, compared to
fIpar estimated from Rapidscan (results not shown). More detailed in
spection revealed similar parameter values for bare soil (ρNIR,s and ρR,s ),
but notably higher parameters for high leaf area (ρNIR,∞ and ρR,∞ )
compared to their field-scale values (Table 3). Hence, the RVI- fIpar
method appears sensitive to parameter values for high leaf area, as also
pointed out by previous field studies (Christensen and Goudriaan, 1993;
Jørgensen et al., 2003; Zhou et al., 2017a;b). Further sensitivity analysis
aggregated the UAV data to one meter and used 3 % of the pixels with
the highest RVI values in order to estimate the parameters of the RVIfIpar method, resulting in values very similar to those reported for field
scale (Table 3). Regarding Sentinel-2, increasing the size of the sample
from 1 to 3 % to derive the pixels with the highest RVI values resulted in
parameter values in good agreement with the fIpar calculated on plot
scale. Based on fIpar estimated on a 1 m scale for UAV and pixel scale for
Sentinel 2, the spatial variation of the estimated DM according to Eq. (5)
with fTmax and fCI constraints was similar to that on plot scale (Fig. 9).
Since the method estimates daily NPP, there is a large potential for
assessment and guiding agro-environmental management such as
fertilization and irrigation and this will be reported in future papers.
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